Why Accenture?

0:03 there are two main reasons why I chose
0:04 Accenture number one is the people every
0:07 single person who I talked to had
0:08 passion in their eyes for what they do
0:10 and that's really what I was looking for
0:12 that's one thing I really enjoy about
0:13 Accenture the network that you can tap
0:16 into which allows you to also build your
0:18 brand and shape your career path in any
0:20 way you want number two is the different
0:22 paths that you can choose you can do
0:24 different types of work different roles
0:26 different industries and that really
0:28 creates a world of opportunity

Sounds good. But what do you actually do?

0:35 A lot of what we do is work
0:37 collaboratively among our team and with
0:39 our clients to drive towards an
0:41 agreed-upon solution which means we
0:43 proactively talk to our clients about
0:45 their business problems and big picture
0:47 strategies and provide advisory and
0:49 delivery services to help them achieve
0:51 their goals is every day the same?
0:56 we really are a global collaborative
0:58 company my day to day can really vary a
1:01 lot
1:02 I'm heading into the final few weeks of
1:04 a project that I've been on working with
1:06 a company to do a refresh of their three
1:08 year strategy not only are we looking at
1:11 financial performance but also you know
1:14 exploring many different factors of what
1:16 they want their future vision to look
1:18 like my typical day starts with the
1:20 daily call where we give our updates on
1:23 our projects and the cool thing about
1:24 that we get to work with people all over
1:26 the world so some of my team is here and
1:28 some of my team is in Argentina and some
1:31 of them are in the Philippines

1:32 [Music] Are you learning a lot out there?

1:36 I chose Accenture because of learning opportunities I wanted to work in a fast-paced environment across a broad spectrum of topics with smart people who are willing to help me learn and I definitely feel like I've had that opportunity at Accenture. The biggest skill that I'm learning is how to be flexible, and it has been teaching me about how to be an amazing consultant.

1:51 So, life is good at Accenture?

1:55 [Music]

1:58 Developing a corporate career seeing the world and advising my clients on how to improve their employee experience has been awesome. I love my time at Accenture, this is anything but a typical day but in consulting there really is no typical day and that's why I love my job at Accenture. It's sometimes challenging and I'm not gonna lie, sometimes there are levels of stress, but it's never boring. It's always changing, and we know how to not take ourselves too seriously, so we literally work out and play hard.